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**Beginning in the Belly, Ending in the Atmosphere: An Approach to Teaching Global Environmental History**

**Edward D. Melillo, Amherst College**

As historian Donald Worster once remarked, “environmental history begins in the belly.” Worster’s comment not only reflects the importance of food consumption as a multi-faceted relationship between humans and non-human nature, it also suggests the ambition of environmental historians to relate the personal to the global. To connect students with both meanings is among the goals of a course that I currently teach at Amherst College, “Global Environmental History of the Twentieth Century” (GEH). This introductory-level survey of global environmental history from 1900 to the present is a fourteen-week course, which focuses on Latin America, Sub-Saharan Africa, and China. The class meets for two eighty-minute periods per week. GEH blends a lecture format with in-class discussions about readings and assignments. Enrollment ranges from 60 to 75 undergraduates, and students receive credit in either the history department or the environmental studies program. The course is a prerequisite for students majoring in environmental studies.

When developing GEH, I had three aims in mind for my students. The first was to help them investigate the ways in which societies and cultures outside the U.S. and Europe have interacted with their environments over the past century. The second was to introduce them to comparative and transnational methods in world history. The third was to show them the practical uses of environmental history. In addition to studying the past, GEH participants explore how to use historical knowledge in the formulation of policy recommendations and grassroots initiatives for addressing contemporary environmental issues.

The GEH syllabus is a product of my own ecological fieldwork and historical research in China and Latin America. I began my graduate studies at Yale University in Chinese environmental history and ended up writing a doctoral dissertation on the long-term ecological and cultural connections between Chile and California. At one point, a colleague suggested that I was “the guy who studied places beginning with the letter C.” In retrospect, my various Pacific crossings were quite fortuitous; they illuminated many possibilities for developing comparative and transnational approaches to environmental history.²

I have incorporated these experiences into the four units of my semester-long course on global environmental history. GEH begins with Latin America, proceeds to Sub-Saharan Africa, and then moves to China. In the fourth unit of the semester, students compare topics and themes from the three regions.

Many of the readings, films, and assignments focus on food production and consumption. The final course sessions revolve around “atmospheric” issues – such as climate change – that transcend regional, national, and continental boundaries. When choosing the three geographical zones for GEH, I wanted to focus on places that are underrepresented in U.S. media coverage and inadequately addressed in many environmental history curricula. I struggled with my decision to eliminate India, North Africa, and the Pacific World from the course agenda. In the end, I opted for a pragmatic approach. The areas we study in GEH are places where I have travelled widely, sites where I have conducted research, locations that I have studied extensively, or territories that are not covered by my other course offerings. The GEH format could easily be adapted to accommodate other nations or regions.

I have also designed the course to integrate the “spatial turn” that history has undergone. In recent decades, historians have begun to consider the social production of space as a crucial dimension of the human experience.³ Many aspects of GEH build upon these geographical insights. At the beginning of each class session, I show several maps that are relevant to the course topics for the day. Often, I remove all titles, legends, and keys before displaying the maps on my lecture screen. I spend the first five minutes of the period talking with students about what sort of arguments and narratives they can derive from the cartographic images in front of them. These conversations not only provide opportunities for “mental warm-up exercises” at the beginning of each class meeting but they also give me the chance to introduce the key topics and themes for the day’s lecture. Many of the maps are scanned from books but I also rely upon several websites and map blogs as sources for my images. Three of my favorite sites are:

- [http://bigthink.com/blogs/strange-maps](http://bigthink.com/blogs/strange-maps)
- [http://www.radicalcartography.net/](http://www.radicalcartography.net/)

In addition to acknowledging the importance of spatial analyses to the understanding of the past, historians have begun experimenting with an array of techniques to help students...
develop empathy with historical actors and to assist them in applying historical methods to everyday issues. Role-playing assignments offer one such option. I have adopted this approach with the GEH paper topics, which ask students to “become” an actor in a current scenario that requires the use of environmental-historical knowledge. I offer students three options for each assignment. The paper topics allow writers to accommodate a variety of viewpoints. Below are samples of such questions from each unit:

**Latin America:** You are an adviser to a candidate from the state of Chiapas (Mexico’s southernmost state) running for office in the next round of Mexican congressional elections. Your candidate has asked you to research the environmental and socio-economic implications of farm subsidies and price supports for the farmers in your state. Your candidate’s constituents are predominately small-scale corn farmers of Mayan descent. Please employ historical examples in making your argument about how best to assist these constituents. In your paper, you should make reference to the Green Revolution and its implications for Mexico’s environmental history.

**Sub-Saharan Africa:** The Government of Botswana’s Department of Wildlife and National Parks has hired you as a consultant. They have asked you to write a historical background paper to be used in the creation of a new Wildlife Management Area just north of the Central Kalahari Game Reserve. The department head wants to learn from the past experiences of other African territories and nations so that Botswana can avoid the pitfalls associated with previous strategies for national park development. You should take a strong position on a set of policies that will allow multiple uses (e.g. sustainable agriculture, local food-gathering practices, eco-tourism, etc.) of the areas under conservation.

**China:** You work as an environmental lawyer in Beijing. A group of transnational companies has recently proposed a new development of factories along a ten-kilometer stretch of the Pearl River, south of Guangzhou. The factory managers are raising in Where the Dragon Meets the Angry River may provide resources for helping you think about this topic.

**Final Exam:** The final exam asks students to reflect upon and integrate various case studies from the four course units. I often ask open-ended questions that provide considerable creative latitude. One prompt that I frequently use is: “Humans have – since at least the beginning of recorded history – shaped, managed, and attempted to control large bodies of water. Using two examples from this course, discuss the repercussions of this hydraulic manipulation for social systems and ecosystems.”

**Readings:** When preparing for each new version of GEH, I revise the readings to keep the course material relevant and up-to-date. To this end, I have experimented with many different core texts for each unit.

For the first unit of GEH, which focuses on Latin America, I currently use John Soluri’s elegantly written *Banana Cultures: Agriculture, Consumption, and Environmental Change in Honduras and the United States* (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2005). Beginning in the belly, Soluri takes a familiar grocery store item and examines its complex transnational environmental and labor histories. This is an excellent text for introducing students to commodity chain analysis and unequal exchanges in world history. Several years ago, I taught Oscar Olivera’s book, produced in collaboration with Tom Lewis, *¡Cochabamba!: Water War in Bolivia* (Cambridge, Mass.: South End Press, 2004). Written by one of the activists at the heart of Bolivia’s popular movement against water privatization, *¡Cochabamba!* introduces students to notions of the Commons, historical experiences of “enclosure,” and examples of successful resistance to the commodification of natural resources. It also offers a poignant contrast to Garrett Hardin’s “Tragedy of the Commons.” The third text that I have assigned for the Latin America unit is J. Timmons Roberts & Nikki Demetria Thanos’ book, *Trouble in Paradise: Globalization and Environmental Crises in Latin America* (New York: Routledge, 2003). A model work of “political ecology,” it explores the relations among colonialism, “democratic space,” and ecological change in Latin America’s recent past. Published over a decade ago, *Trouble in Paradise* has begun to feel dated. Even so, its chapters – especially chapter five on Amazonia – could easily be excerpted for use in specific units.

For the second unit of the course, which covers Sub-Saharan Africa, I have taught two different books. I currently use Tamara Giles-Vernick’s *Cutting the Vines of the Past: Environmental Histories of the Central African Rain Forest* (Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 2002). Although Giles-Vernick’s central concept of *doli* – a rich tradition of environmental and historical knowledge practiced by the Mpiemu people in the Central Africa Republic – can be a struggle for the class to grasp, teaching *Cutting the Vines of the Past* is well worth the effort. My students generally appreciate the author’s persuasive demonstration of how misperceptions of local land-use practices led outsiders to impose conservation strategies and environmental policies that were destined to fail. I have also taught the Sub-Saharan Africa section with James C. McCann’s text, *Green Land, Brown Land, Black Land: An Environmental History of Africa, 1800-1990* (Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann, 1999). This book is useful for challenging the overarching narratives of decline that have characterized many well-known accounts of Africa’s land-use history. While the text is strong in many areas it has surprisingly little to say about pastoralism or disease ecology.
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between biodiversity protection and economic development. His book is useful for upending many of the basic assumptions that underpin North American approaches to wilderness conservation. Previously, I used Elizabeth C. Economy’s text, *The River Runs Black: The Environmental Challenge to China’s Future* (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2004). Ten years on from its publication, Economy’s book is somewhat dated. Chapters 4 through 6, which focus on the institutional causes of China’s environmental problems, are by far the most useful sections and retain their relevance. These chapters could easily be excerpted and assigned separately from the remainder of the text.

For the “World” unit, I am currently teaching Alan Weisman’s *The World Without Us* (New York: Thomas Dunne Books/St. Martin’s Press, 2007). Weisman’s book, modeled after what Germans call a *Gedankenexperiment* (thought experiment), contemplates the destruction of human civilization and the subsequent rewinding of the planet. Despite the fact that *New York Times* Sunday Book Review editor Jennifer Schuessler accused Weisman of “giving way to the rhetoric of eco-hellfire,” students have been drawn to Weisman’s imaginative use of environmental history when constructing various post-human landscapes.7 The *World Without Us* pairs exceptionally well with Dipesh Chakrabarty’s essay, “The Climate of History: Four Theses,” in part because Chakrabarty begins and ends his article with Weisman’s premises.8

I have also tried organizing the final unit of GEH around Ramachandra Guha’s *How Much Should a Person Consume? Environmentalism in India and the United States* (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2006). In this history of environmentalism in the U.S. and India, Guha compares North America’s “wilderness thinking” style of conservationism with India’s “agrarianism” approach to peasant-based land-use policies. Finding deficiencies in both models, Guha advocates a transcendental position – “social ecology” – an environmental ethic that “joins rather than separates the most dominant species on earth with the other species and habitats that we have to share the world with.” (88) Students have commented that the book’s chapters do not yield a whole that is greater than the sum of its parts; they have also remarked upon Guha’s highly selective use of sources. In the future, I am likely to assign only the final chapter, which bears the same title as the book. A third, overarching text that has proved extremely useful is J.R. McNeill’s *Something New Under the Sun: An Environmental History of the Twentieth-Century World* (New York: Norton, 2000). McNeill’s book offers an accessible overview of major issues in twentieth-century global environmental history. Many students found *Something New Under the Sun* useful for putting paper topics into the broader context of world historical events.9

*Films:* In addition to using maps, books, articles, and an extensive array of lecture images, I show several films during the semester. In the Latin America unit, I often screen *The Power of Community: How Cuba Survived Peak Oil* (The Community Solution, 2006). This unapologetically polemical documentary offers a stimulating account of how Cuban sustainability activists have developed post-Peak Oil resilience strategies over the past three decades.10 Among the films that have been most successful in the Sub-Saharan Africa part of the course is *Darwin’s Nightmare* (Image Entertainment, 2007). Stimulating discussions tend to arise from students’ reactions to Austrian filmmaker Hubert Sauper’s probing investigation of one of the planet’s most infamous invasive species. Filmed entirely by hand-held camera, the documentary explores how the introduction the Nile Perch (*Lates niloticus*) into Lake Victoria in the 1950s shaped the social history of the East African communities surrounding the continent’s largest body of fresh water. Another food – in this case coffee – has also served the course well. *Black Gold* (Mongrel Media, 2006) has led many of my students towards a more complex understanding of their morning (and late-night) beverage. Filmmakers Marc and Nick Francis follow Tadesse Meskela, an Ethiopian coffee farmers’ cooperative leader, as he travels the world in search of a better price for his growers’ beans. Focusing on the birthplace of coffee, Ethiopia’s Oromia Region, the film exposes the myriad connections among New York commodity traders, coffee consumers in Europe and the U.S., and the African farmers who sell their crop for a meager percentage of its traded value on international markets.

During the China unit, I now show *The Warriors of Qiugang: A Chinese Village Fights Back* (Yale e360, 2011). Filmmakers Ruby Yang and Thomas Lennon profile the activists of Qiugang, a small town in Anhui Province, where a chemical company’s contamination of local air and water became so egregious that local citizens began fighting back.11 I have also used *Manufactured Landscapes* (Zeitgeist Films, 2007), a film that focuses on Ed Burtynsky’s photography of unprecedented landscape transformations in China. The documentary begins with a slow pan of the assembly line in a one-kilometer-long factory that employs over 23,000 people and produces most of the world’s clothing iron. We later see footage of those same irons, sent back to China to accumulate in the nation’s colossal municipal dumps. While the section on the Three Gorges Dam is now outdated, the film retains its power to demonstrate the vast scope and scale of environmental change in the world’s most populous country.

During the “World” unit, I turn to the transnational issue of climate change and screen *The Island President* (Samuel Goldwyn Films, 2011). For the most part, students have been impressed by this moving documentary, which chronicles the efforts of former Maldives President Mohamed Nasheed to confront the threat of sea-level rise to his low-lying island nation.

What follows is a sample syllabus from the Fall 2011 iteration of GEH:

*Course Description:* This course examines the environmental history of the world since 1900 with a particular focus on Latin America, Sub-Saharan Africa, and China. We will use books, articles, films, and a range of online media to illuminate the comparative and interdisciplinary possibilities of global environmental history. In addition to studying the past, we will explore how to use historical knowledge in the formulation of policy recommendations and grassroots initiatives for addressing contemporary environmental issues.
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Assignments:

Three short papers: During the second week of the semester, I will provide you with a list of possible essay topics for the three short papers that you will write this semester. Each of these topic questions will ask you to use your knowledge of environmental history to formulate a policy recommendation or design a grassroots initiative to help solve a contemporary problem. For each of the essays, you will have three or four options from which to choose. If you have taken careful notes during your class lectures, read the assigned articles, participated in discussions, and completed the book for each unit, you should not have to do extensive research for these short-paper assignments. Be sure to support your arguments with properly cited sources. You may cite my lectures as “Edward Mellilo, in-class lecture, …date.” Your essays should be between 5-6 pages in length (no longer), 12-point font, and double-spaced. Each essay is worth 15% of the final grade. You will hand in your hard copy of each essay at the end of class on the day that it is due. Late assignments will lose a grade point per day (e.g. A becomes A-).

Three Map Quizzes: During the Latin America, Africa, and China units, I will ask you to locate a series of relevant countries, key cities, and/or major ecological and topographical zones on a map. One week prior to each quiz, I will provide you with a study guide.

Occasional Reading Reviews: When necessary, I will ask you to respond to a few, short questions on the reading assignments for a particular session.

Final Exam: The final exam is a take-home test, which will consist of short identification questions, a short essay section, two long essays, and a matching section. The goal of the exam is to encourage you to make comparisons and contrasts among the case studies that we have discussed this semester.

Assessment of Your Work: Your final grade will reflect your performance on the short papers (45%), the map quizzes (10%), the final exam (20%), and your class participation (25%). I will factor your reading reviews into your class participation grade.

Required Texts:

John Soluri, Banana Cultures: Agriculture, Consumption, and Environmental Change in Honduras and the United States (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2005);

Tamara Giles-Vernick, Cutting the Vines of the Past: Environmental Histories of the Central African Rain Forest (Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 2002);


Course Schedule

Latin America:

Session 1
Lecture/discussion Topic: “Course Introduction.”
Assignments for next session:


• Mark Carey, “Latin American Environmental History: Current Trends, Interdisciplinary Insights, and Future Directions,” Environmental History 14, no. 2 (2009): 221-52


Session 2
Lecture/discussion Topic: “The Social Ecology of Mexican Oil: An Environmental History of Vera Cruz, Mexico, 1900-1938.”
Assignments for next session:

• Banana Cultures, Chapters 1-4;


Session 3
Lecture/discussion Topic: “The Green Revolution in Mexico: A Pandora’s Box of Possibilities, 1944-Present”
Assignments for next session:

• Paul S. Sutter, “Nature’s Agents or Agents of Empire?: Entomological Workers and Environmental Change during the Construction of the Panama Canal,” Isis 98, no. 4 (2007): 724-54;

• Look at Google Maps satellite image of the Panama Canal: http://maps.google.com/maps?q=Panama+canal&hl=es&ti=9.277994,-79.913006&spn=0.11

• 5880,0.204826&t=k&hl=en

Session 4
Lecture/discussion Topic: “A Diseased Artery: Mosquitoes, Race, Gender, and the Making of the Panama Canal, 1904-1914.”

MAP QUIZ #1 – Latin America
Assignments for next session:


• Complete Banana Cultures (Chapters 5-8).

Session 5
Lecture/discussion Topic: Discussion of Banana Cultures and “Pesticides, Parakeets, and Unions…”
Assignments for next session:


Session 6
Lecture/discussion topic: “Vegetable Steel: The soybean’s unlikely journey from China to Brazil.”
Assignments for next session:
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**Session 7**

**ESSAY #1 DUE AT THE END OF CLASS**
Assignment for next session:
- Gregory Maddox, ed., “African Environments in the Age of Conservation and Development,” in *Sub-Saharan Africa: An Environmental History* (Santa Barbara: ABC-CLIO, 2006);

**Sub-Saharan Africa:**
**Session 8**
Lecture/discussion topic: “Africa’s history is more than the sum of its famines!”
Assignments for next session:
- Cutting the Vines of the Past, pages 1-68.

**Session 9**
Assignments for next session:
- Cutting the Vines of the Past, pages 69-118.

**Session 10**
Lecture/discussion topic: In-class film: Hubert Sauper, dir., *Darwin’s Nightmare* (Image Entertainment, 2007)
Assignments for October 19th session:
- Complete Cutting the Vines of the Past.

**Session 11**
Lecture/discussion topic: Finish watching *Darwin’s Nightmare* & Discussion of Cutting the Vines of the Past.

**Session 12**
**MAP QUIZ #2 – Sub-Saharan Africa**
Assignment for next session:

**Session 13**
Assignment for next session:

**Session 14**
Lecture/discussion topic: “Rice and Race: Re-examining African Contributions to the Columbian Exchange.”
Assignment for next session:

**Session 15**
**ESSAY #2 DUE AT THE END OF CLASS**
Assignment for next session:

**China:**
**Session 16**
Lecture/discussion topic: “All the World’s a Stage…and China Has the Most Players!”
Assignment for next session:
- Where the Dragon Meets the Angry River, 3-59.

**Session 17**
In-class film: *Manufactured Landscapes* (Zeitgeist Films, 2007)
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Session 18
Assignment for next session:
• Where the Dragon Meets the Angry River, 60-107.

Session 19
Lecture/discussion topic: In-class film: Up the Yangtze (National Film Board of Canada, 2007) and discussion.
Assignment for next session:
• Complete Where the Dragon Meets the Angry River;

Session 20
Assignment for next session:

Session 21
Lecture/discussion topic: “Eco-Tourism with Chinese Characteristics”
Assignment for next session:

Session 22
MAP QUIZ #3 – China
Assignment for next session:

Session 23
ESSAY #3 DUE AT THE END OF CLASS
Assignment for next session:
• The World Without Us, 1-216.

The World:
Session 24
Lecture/discussion topic: In-class film: Black Gold (Mongrel Media, 2006)
Assignment for next session:
• The World Without Us, pages 217-end of book.

Session 25
Lecture/discussion topic: “Using Environmental History to Anticipate Environmental Futures” (Discussion of The World Without Us).
Assignment for next session:

Session 26:

Final Assignment: Take-home final exam due at my office by 5:00 PM.

5 Garret Hardin, “The Tragedy of the Commons,” Science 162,


McNeill’s book is just one of many recent works that attempt to address the environmental history of the world in a single volume. For an insightful review of some of these texts, see Robert B. Marks, “World Environmental History: Nature, Modernity, and Power,” Radical History Review issue 107 (Spring 2010): 209–24. Anthropologist Alf Hornborg has pointed out, “Although rich in empirical detail, studies in environmental history often strike world-system analysts as theoretically underdeveloped. They generally do not address the fact that landscape changes in core areas have been recursively interconnected with those in peripheral areas. Although several recent books claim to deal with global environmental history…they are rarely ‘global’ in this sense. They tend to offer a series of national and local case studies, focusing more on the environmental records of individual nations and groups than on the global historical processes and material flows that have generated their problems as well as their options.” See Alf Hornborg, “Towards a Truly Global Environmental History: A Review Article,” Review: Journal of the Fernand Braudel Centre 33, no. 4 (2010): 295.


A streaming video of “The Warriors of Qiugang” is available at: http://e360.yale.edu/feature/the_warriors_of_qiugang/2358/
Beginning in the 1960s, the various philosophical strands of environmentalism were given political expression through the establishment of "green" political movements in the form of activist nongovernmental organizations and environmentalist political parties. Despite the diversity of the environmental movement, four pillars provided a unifying theme to the broad goals of political ecology: protection of the environment, grassroots democracy, social justice, and nonviolence. The political goals of the contemporary green movement in the industrialized West focused on changing government policy and promoting environmental social values. The illegally cleared areas in the Amazon region are often used by cattle breeders as pasture land. According to Brazilian law, they can become the rightful owners if they use the area "productively" for five years in a row. The costs of clearing a forested area are estimated at around 3,000 euros (4,040 US dollars) per hectare. Burning down the Amazon. These results are estimations, since humans don't know exactly what happened throughout the course of Earth's history. In earlier extinction events, such as the Ice Age, only two out of 10,000 mammals died out per century - such as this primordial horse. Looming extinction crisis. What are the special features of teaching and learning in the future Arctic contexts? How to organize the education in the Arctic? The article introduces the essence of Arctic pedagogy by introducing its challenges and goals, possibilities and significance. Russia and the Soviet Union bear great significance for global climate history, but scholarship on this region is still only beginning to develop as a field. While the historiographies of other geographical locations have matured over the past decade, works concerning Russia thus far have appeared in a piecemeal and somewhat disconnected fashion, not yet cohering in a systematic way. Instead, there exist several insightful threads in the environmental history literature on climate.